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Introduction: Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is currently an investigational treatment for
treatment-resistant depression (TRD). There is a need for more DBS trials to strengthen
existing evidence of its efficacy for both regulatory and clinical reasons. Recruitment for
DBS trials remains challenging due to unproven efficacy in sham-controlled DBS trials,
invasive nature of the intervention and stringent eligibility criteria in patient selection. Here,
we examined the referral patterns and reasons for exclusion of subjects in our DBS trial.
Methods: Data were collected from all patients who expressed interest in participating in
a DBS study involving subcallosal cingulate region from 2014 to 2016. Referral sources
were categorized as either self-referral or professional referral. Evaluation for eligibility was
performed in three stages; initial contact, brief telephone assessment, and in-person psychia
tric evaluation. The reasons for exclusion were documented. Descriptive and inferential
statistics were used for analysis.
Results: Of the 225 patients who contacted us initially, 22 (9.2%) underwent DBS surgery.
Self-referral was higher than the referral from professionals (72% versus 28%, P<0.0001).
However, the acceptance rate for surgery was higher among the professional referrals than
from self-referrals (40% versus 15%, P=0.03). The common reasons for exclusion were selfwithdrawal (38.4%), residing out of province or country (26.1%) and psychiatric/medical
comorbidity (21.7%).
Conclusion: These findings provide insight into DBS candidacy for future TRD trials. It
suggests a need for comprehensive recruitment strategies including active engagement of
patients and professionals throughout trials, and effective referral communication with
education to optimize recruitment for future DBS trials.
Keywords: patient recruitment, deep brain stimulation, treatment-resistant depression,
clinical trials, subcallosal cingulate region
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Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an investigational therapy for patients with
advanced treatment-resistant depression (TRD). Numerous open-label trials invol
ving several brain targets (subcallosal cingulate region, ventral capsule/ventral
striatum, anterior limb of the internal capsule, superolateral branch of the median
forebrain bundle) document the safety and efficacy of DBS treatment for TRD.1
Despite these initial successes, two large industry-sponsored multicenter shamcontrolled trials produced negative results in futility analyses2,3 and also failed to
meet their endpoints. These two trials are major setbacks for the advancement of
DBS research in TRD and also for regulatory and clinical care. The DBS research
community has spent countless hours debating the cause of these apparent trial
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failures suggesting reasons such as poor trial design, sub
optimal electrode targeting, use of restrictive stimulation
algorithms, inappropriate selection of patients due to lack
of predictive biomarkers, shorter trial duration, and less
specific outcome measures.4 The lack of understanding of
DBS mechanisms in the treatment of TRD and premature
randomized trial design before there are reasonable
hypotheses of mechanisms are most likely to blame for
poor results.
To overcome the methodological shortcomings learnt
from these previous trials, several groups have suggested
adaptive trial design, including diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) based precise targeting5,6 and biomarker informed
patient selection.7,8 Others have proposed enriched sample
trial designs using withdrawal or discontinuation of DBS
after optimization of stimulation and clinical outcomes.9,10
To move forward in this field, new DBS trials are needed
if they are to contribute to new scientific knowledge for
the development of DBS therapy for TRD. While DBS for
obsessive compulsory disorder (OCD) was given humani
tarian device exemption (HDE) by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in 2009, DBS for TRD is not
approved.4 Regulatory agencies such as the FDA require
valid scientific evidence from well-controlled investiga
tions to partially controlled trials in order to approve the
use of DBS system for TRD. Furthermore, DBS is an
expensive treatment and its estimated cost per qualityadjusted year is about 165,000 USD which is much higher
than the estimated cost for Parkinson disease.11 In fact,
DBS for TRD would need to achieve higher response rates
of ≈70%, rather than the historical response rates of 40 to
−50% to justify its cost.11 Therefore, future DBS studies
are essential to guiding improvement and maximizing the
clinical outcomes needed to justify DBS cost-effectiveness
for wider clinical use.
Effective recruitment is pivotal for the success of DBS
studies. Recruitment for DBS trials in patients with TRD
remains challenging due to stringent eligibility criteria,
invasive nature of the treatment and unproven efficacy in
sham-controlled trials.12 Insights from previous DBS trials
on recruitment may be instructive for future trials. Only
one report has examined recruitment of patients for
a subcallosal cortex (SCC) DBS trial in TRD.13 This
study found that among 1098 patients screened only 2%
were eligible for DBS surgery and a lack of adequate
electroconvulsive treatment (ECT) was the most common
cause of exclusion. They reported a large proportion of
inappropriate referrals which could increase the cost of
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recruitment and delay completion of studies in the future.
Furthermore, the low percentage of eligible patients and
large volume of inappropriate referrals reflect the com
plexities of the recruitment process. Other single-center
and multicenter studies discuss the low recruitment rate
as a barrier for the success of DBS trials in TRD.12,14
Therefore, there is a growing need to better understand
the sources of difficulty in recruitment. We reviewed the
referral patterns for our randomized controlled DBS trial
for TRD at a tertiary care center in Canada and examined
the sources of referral and reasons for exclusion.

Methods
This study included data from all subjects who expressed
interest in participating in our DBS for TRD investiga
tional trial funded through an Alberta Innovates Health
Solutions (AIHS) Collaborative Research & Innovation
Opportunities (CRIO) grant.15 The study was conducted
in a single academic tertiary care center, at the Foothills
Hospital affiliated with the University of Calgary in
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. The study protocol was
approved by the University of Calgary’s Conjoint Ethics
Review Board. The details of the trial design, methodol
ogy and results of this study were described elsewhere.15
All participants provided informed consent and this study
was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki.

Recruitment Planning and Strategies
Our strategies to achieve recruitment targets evolved in
three phases. First, we performed a DBS trial feasibility
pilot study at our site from 2008 to 201216 before this
major trial was initiated. In the feasibility trial, recruitment
was a major challenge as it took nearly three years to
recruit four patients. The major reason for poor recruit
ment was that the recruitment source was limited only to
psychiatrists working in three teaching hospitals in
Calgary.
For our main trial, we expanded recruitment strategies
to involve community psychiatrists, family physicians as
well as patients/families throughout the province. During
our protocol development, we engaged patient advocacy
groups such as the Organization for Bipolar Affective
Disorder (OBAD), the Mood Disorder Association, and
the Canadian Mental Health Association. We also engaged
with local psychiatrists in leadership positions. These
groups’ contributions were incorporated into the develop
ment of the grant proposal and trial protocol. For instance,
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patient advocacy groups advocated to include individual
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) instead of group CBT
for the CBT add-on treatment component of our trial.
Third, after receiving the grant, we held several meetings
with patient advocacy groups, patients with lived experi
ence, and clinical psychiatrists in and around the city. We
communicated important messages related to the study and
the clinical value to them. In addition, we addressed the
questions and concerns related to the surgery, devices,
continuous stimulation and possible side effects. We estab
lished a website and distributed posters at every hospital
and some community centers in Calgary. Recruitment
pamphlets were sent to many psychiatrists’ offices by
e-mail and post. There was also a press release and
media interviews and a surge in self-referred patients
who were always looking for new treatments followed
these events. To improve the literacy of DBS in TRD
and referral process of the study, several educational pre
sentations were made in major hospitals and at local con
ferences. Informal meetings were held with inpatient
psychiatrists and staff at Calgary tertiary care mood clinic.

Recruitment Procedure
Evaluation of subjects for eligibility was performed in
three stages. Initial contact (stage I) was a preliminary
screen performed by the registered nurse (RN) research
coordinator who assessed each participant via telephone
or e-mail to discuss the study. If no obvious exclusion
criteria were identified and the participant wished to
continue then they proceeded to a comprehensive tele
phone screen (stage II), again performed by the same RN
coordinator with a semi-structured questionnaire that
involved specific questions (Supplementary Data). This
stage II confirmed initial inclusion criteria including
a self-reported diagnosis of major depressive disorder
(MDD) or bipolar type depression. The participant also
needed to have current Alberta health insurance coverage
or be willing to relocate and qualify for provincial insur
ance. This phone screen also included detailed informa
tion regarding a patients’ psychiatric and medical history.
All phone screens were conducted by the same research
coordinator to ensure reliability and consistency between
screens.
A study psychiatrist reviewed completed phone
screens. If still deemed eligible, participants were invited
to come for the stage III in-person psychiatric screening
visit. During this assessment, the psychiatrist assessed
participants to ensure they met study requirements
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including a diagnosis of TRD and current major depressive
episode (MDE). Complete exclusion and inclusion criteria
were reviewed during this stage. After the in-person psy
chiatric screen if the participant was still deemed eligible,
then a second, independent psychiatric evaluation was
conducted at a different time to confirm eligibility.
If assessed to be eligible based on two independent
psychiatric evaluations, subjects went on to neurosurgical
evaluation, magnetic resonance imaging, and laboratory
investigations. Participants’ medical records including pre
vious psychiatric records were reviewed. Participants con
tinued to be excluded if they were found to not be
medically fit for neurosurgery or chose to withdraw on
their own.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Details of eligibility criteria are provided in Table 1 and
summarized in our previous outcome paper.15 Treatment
resistance was defined as having trialed at least four anti
depressant classes of medications and psychotherapy. If
they had a diagnosis of bipolar depression, the participant
also had to have been on concomitant mood stabilizers.
Beyond medication treatment and psychotherapy, partici
pants needed to have had failure, intolerance, and contra
indication or be unwilling to accept ECT.
Exclusion criteria included psychiatric comorbidities,
such as depressed patients with a psychiatric diagnosis
other than MDD, bipolar I disorder (BPI) or bipolar II
disorder (BPII) (Table 1). Other exclusion criteria were
participants who did not have Alberta health care insur
ance or were unwilling to relocate to Alberta for the
duration of the study. Participants who did not attend
follow up to any stage of screening did not respond to
e-mails/phone calls or who stated they were not interested
in the study were excluded and labeled as “patient
withdrawal”.
Statistical analyses were performed using Stata
(StataCorp, version 13.1) and Excel (Microsoft version
15.30). Descriptive statistics were calculated for each rea
son for exclusion for the entire group. The differences in
referral rates between sources were described.
Nonparametric tests (chi-square) and parametric tests (stu
dent t-tests) were used to assess differences between cate
gorical and continuous variables, respectively. A p-value
less than or equal to 0.05 was chosen a priori as the
threshold for statistical significant.
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Table 1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion
Aged 20 to 70 year olda
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Ability to provided informed consent
Current MDE either MDD or bipolar disorder type I or II with
a current MDE
MDD diagnosis meets criteria for TRD:
Failure to respond to at least four adequate antidepressants
treatments
Failure to respond to psychotherapy
Failure, intolerance, contraindication or unwilling to accept ECT
BADI or BADII diagnosis and meets criteria for TRD:
Failure to respond to at least four adequate AD treatments with
concomitant adequate mood stabilizers
Failure to respond to psychotherapy
Failure, intolerance, contraindication or unwilling to accept ECT
Consent to comply with long-term follow-up
Resident of Alberta covered with Alberta Health Care
Exclusion Criteria

Stage I:
Preliminary Screen
N = 225

Age under 20 or over 70 yearsa

Stage I Exclusion
N = 121

Psychiatric Co-Morbidities including:
Schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
Obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD)
Major neurocognitive disorder
Substance abuse or dependence in the last six months
Psychotic symptoms

Stage II:
Comprehensive
Screen
N = 104

Medical co-morbidities:

Stage II Exclusion
N = 50

Previous stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA)
Previous severe head injury
Neurodegenerative disorder
Pregnancy
Medical contradictions to DBS surgery
Note: aDuring the study the age of inclusion was increased to 70 years from 60
years.
Abbreviations: AD, antidepressant; MDE, major depressive episode; MDD, major
depressive disorder; TRD, treatment-resistant depression; ECT, electroconvulsive
therapy; BADI, bipolar I disorder; BADII, bipolar II disorder.

Results
Initially, 225 subjects made contact because they were inter
ested in the DBS study. Figure 1 displays the flow diagram of
the study including the number of participants at each stage
of screening. Interested subjects came from Alberta, other
provinces within Canada, Europe and the United States of
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America. Out of 225 subjects who contacted the study team,
121 subjects (54.2%) were excluded or withdrawn in stage
I. Of the 104 participants who underwent the comprehensive
phone screen (stage II), 50 patients (48.1%) were excluded.
Of the 54 participants who underwent psychiatric assessment
(stage III) 32 (59.3%) were excluded leaving 22 participants.
Table 2 lists the reasons that participants were
excluded. The most common reason for exclusion in
stage I was participant self-withdrawal. Overall within all
stages, 77 (37.9%) of the 203 patients excluded were due
to lack of interest in participating/patient withdrawal. The
other reasons included living outside the province/country
(N = 53; 26.1%), and having a psychiatric and/or medical
comorbidity (N = 45; 22.2%). Only 14 patients (6.9%)
were excluded due to inadequate treatment.
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Stage III:
Psychiatric
Assessment
N = 54
Stage III Exclusion
N = 32

Stage IV:
Surgery Preformed
N = 22
(MDD n = 19; BPI/II n = 3)

Figure 1 Flow chart of patient screening for eligibility by stage.
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Table 2 Reasons for Exclusion by All Stages†
Reason for Exclusion

N

%

Inadequate treatment

14

6.9

Over age limit

11

5.4

Out of country

30

14.8

Out of province

23

11.3

Self-withdrawal

77

37.9

Medical co-morbidity

12

5.9

Psychiatric co-morbidity

33

16.3

Misdiagnosis

2

1.0

Suicide

1

0.5

TOTAL

203

100.0

Notes: †Numbers reported are mutually exclusive. Subjects who had more than
one exclusion cause were included under one reason in the following order: out of
province/out of country, self-withdrawal, age, then inadequate treatment, the med
ical co-morbidity and finally psychiatric co-morbidity.

Referral source, age, and sex information was not collected
for all participants in stage I. For participants who proceeded to
the stage II phase, the majority were self-referrals (N = 75,
72%), rather than health professional referrals (N=29, 28%)
(Figure 2) and this represented a significant difference using
univariate Chi-square test (χ2 = 20.35, p < 0.0001) (Table 3).
However, participants were more likely to be accepted for
surgery if they were referred by a professional (χ2 = 5.46, p =
0.02). There was no significant difference in referral source by
age (p=0.79) or gender (p = 0.11) (Table 3). Self-referred
patients who underwent DBS surgery showed comparable
clinical efficacy and adverse effects compared to profession
ally referred patients with DBS surgery (Table 4). Furthermore,
trial compliance of self-referred patients was equivalent to
professionally referred patients.

Table 3 Comparison of Self- versus Professional Referral
Participants for Stage II and III
Demographics

Self-

Professional

Referral

Referral

Number of Patients (n, %)

75 (72%)

29 (28%)*,

Age (mean ± SD in years)

46.29 ± 13.02

45.92 ±12.57

Gender (% male, % female)

40%,60%

55%,45%

Excluded (n, %)

64 (85%)

18 (62%)

Number accepted for surgery

11 (15%)

11 (38%)*,

†

††

(n, %)
Notes: *p<0.05; †univariate Chi-square test;

††

bivariate Chi-square test.

Discussion
New DBS trials for TRD are essential to determine the
efficacy, safety, mechanisms of stimulation and best path
ways to optimize treatment outcomes. However, the inves
tigators involved in DBS trials for TRD face significant

Table 4 DBS Outcome by Source of Referral
Outcomes

Professional

Self-Referral

Referral

N=11

N=11
Trial Compliance
*Missed appointments (number

6 (n=4)

5 (n=3)

of patients)
Clinical outcome
Responders (>50% reduction in HDRS scored from the baseline)
6 months

6 (55%)

4 (36%)

12 months

5 (45%)

6 (55%)

Suicide

1 (during the trial)

1 (after the trial)

Hospitalization (due to increase

2(20%)

0

Worsening depression

1 (10%)

3 (25%)

Worsening anxiety

3 (30%)

4 (33%)

Subjective memory impairment

2 (20%)

2 (17%)

Increased anger

3 (30%)

0

Increased insomnia

1 (10%)

1 (8%)

Serious Adverse events

suicidality depression)
**Adverse events

Figure 2 Source of referral at each stage of screening for eligibility and proportion
undergoing DBS surgery.
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Notes: *Patient died by suicide at 3 month was excluded. **Adverse events were
temporary and improved with adjustment of stimulation parameter and stimulation
mode.
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recruitment barriers. The available literature provides little
information on factors that impact the actual recruitment
and enrolment of patients with TRD for DBS trials. Here
we report source of referral (professional versus selfreferral) and causes of exclusion. To advance this therapy,
it is critical to use the most time and cost-efficient recruit
ment strategies for future DBS trials.
Consistent with a previous study,13 we found that selfreferral rates were higher than professional referrals. Yet
enrollment rates for surgery were higher from profes
sionals than from self-referral because exclusion rates
were lower. The observed higher rate of self-referral for
DBS is promising despite the fact that patients with
chronic TRD may harbor negative beliefs about the effec
tiveness of treatment because of their previous experience
of multiple treatment failures. Negative expectations of
treatment outcome are considered one of the personal
barriers to seeking treatment.17 Higher rates of selfreferral for an invasive treatment are intriguing but could
be partly explained by the findings that depressed patients
experiencing severe symptoms and distress, with longer
duration of symptoms and lower perceived personal
stigma were more likely to seek treatment17–19. Although
these patients failed to improve with multiple trials of
antidepressant treatments, they were highly motivated to
try new invasive treatments like DBS suggesting that the
previous experience of receiving treatment for depression
had minimal impact on help-seeking behavior20 and treat
ment failures did not deter treatment-seeking in this
cohort. Interestingly, compared to professional referrals
more self- referred patients with TRD sought DBS treat
ment in a previous study13 as well as in our study although
these patients were less motivated, and hopeless in their
life due to TRD. It is possible that the prolonged depressed
mood may be a key reason for DBS self-referral in TRD
patients which needs further evaluation.
Self-referral is a successful recruitment method for
randomized controlled trials in depression.21 This method
could be complimentary or adjunct to a professional
referral route. A self-referral approach could reach more
TRD patients in the community who may have not
received adequate treatment or have given up on medical
options provided by a psychiatrist or family physician. It
circumvents the professional referral and can increase
access for ethnic minorities who are more difficult to
engage in research.21 In our center, recruitment planning
involved strategies to increase self-referral as well as
clinician referral for any depression treatment trials
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regardless of the nature of treatment. For non-invasive
trials, we have previously successfully recruited from
self-referred university students and staff with nonresistant or drug naïve MDD through posters and local
advertisements in University/Hospital websites. Since
DBS is an invasive and experimental treatment targeting
advanced TRD, we anticipated more challenges in
recruitment. Hence, we employed community and hospi
tal-based approaches and extended our efforts to pro
vince-wide recruitment. We also engaged patient
advocacy groups and professionals periodically for this
DBS trial.
There are challenges in the recruitment for invasive
treatment from self-referrals. As shown in our study,
large proportion of patients recruited by self-referral did
not meet the criteria for inclusion in the study.
Additionally, the amount of time needed to screen and
perform assessments for those self-referred took longer
than anticipated. Successful recruitment from self-referral
methods may require additional budgeting and resources.
From an ethical perspective, self-referred patients for this
DBS trial needed greater attention in obtaining informed
consent than in non-invasive trials involving self-referred
patients. The study psychiatrist had to ensure that despera
tion should not affect decision-making capacity or volun
tariness of patients participating in the DBS study.22
Therefore, the study psychiatrist (RR) and nurse coordinator (SG) took significant time to explain the risks
and benefits to patients and their family members (if
available) regarding both the surgery and the randomiza
tion protocol. The safety and efficacy of pulse-width sti
mulus optimization were based on the principles of clinical
equipoise.23 Since this was an active comparative trial
without sham control arm, there were no ethical concerns
about using placebo or inactive treatment in this trial. The
patients were assured of receiving active stimulation
regardless to which arm they were randomized. We also
clarified all their questions, concerns and corrected the
misperceptions or misplaced expectations regarding DBS.
Our results suggest that self-referred patients were
more likely to withdraw from the study. Although not all
patients gave reasons for voluntary withdrawal, those who
reported reasons indicated that some did not know they
could receive non-invasive treatment options for TRD,
such as repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
(rTMS) and ketamine infusion at the time of their recruit
ment. Others realized their inability to commit for monthly
follow-ups. A few participants withdrew because of major
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negative life events such as marital breakdown or refusal
of family members (spouse or children) to support DBS
treatment.
Despite the drawbacks, our study suggests that the selfreferral route was crucial to complete this study in the
specified time. 50% of patients (11 out of 22) operated
for DBS surgery were self-referred. Additionally, the trial
compliance and clinical outcomes were comparable
between self-referred and professionally referred patients.
Suicide might have been prevented in two patients from
the professionally referred group by timely intervention of
their psychiatrists and hospitalization. Lack of adequate
psychiatric care outside the trial might have contributed to
one self-referred patient who died by suicide as this patient
had great difficulty in finding a psychiatrist after moving
to another province after the completion of the trial. This
emphasizes the need for ongoing psychiatric care indefi
nitely for these patients. Other adverse events such as
increasing anxiety, memory disturbances were equally dis
tributed between the groups. There was no difference in
the number of patients who experienced worsening of
depression when hospitalization due to depression was
included in the metrics. The incidence of increased anger
was reported only in the professionally referred group
which was stimulation-related and controlled with adjust
ment of stimulation parameters.
Referrals from psychiatrists appear to be the most
effective means of recruiting good candidates into DBS
trials for TRD. The high percentage of appropriate refer
rals for surgery from their referrals may reflect their better
understanding of TRD and the protocol of the study.
However, the low level of referral rate from physician
for DBS trials for TRD is also a matter of concern.13
Although exact reasons remain unknown, we can offer
several possible explanations for the lack of physicians’
engagement in this DBS trial. Previous research on physi
cian referral barriers in clinical trials has shown that the
lack of confidence in the efficacy and safety of the treat
ment, the complexity of the protocol including stringent
exclusion criterion, feeling unsure about eligibility, referral
process burden (lack of time and structural/administrative
support for referrals), mistrust of institutions and research
ers, fear of losing patients, and lack of clinical trial aware
ness may influence physician engagement in the referral
process.24,25 However, evidence-based information on
potential barriers to psychiatrists’ referral of TRD patients
for DBS studies remains limited. One recent study evalu
ated the attitudes and perceptions of 35 psychiatrists and
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64 psychiatric resident physicians pertaining to DBS and
neuroablation procedures for treating psychiatric
disorders.26 In this study, only 11.4% had ever made
a referral for DBS/ablative surgery. The reported potential
barriers for referral to psychiatric neurosurgery included
lack of knowledge of the neuronal basis of the illness,
technical procedures, evidence-informed outcomes, side
effects, referral process, and patient and family resistance.
Additionally, some psychiatrists felt that both DBS/abla
tive surgery were dangerous and unethical with potential
for abuse by professionals. While we did not examine the
potential barriers for psychiatrist referral in our study,
these previously identified barriers for professional refer
rals should be considered and mitigated to improve recruit
ment. To improve professional referrals better information
is needed for both practicing physicians and medical trai
nees to make informed decisions regarding referral based
on risks and benefits of DBS.26 A comprehensive recruit
ment plan as proposed by the Clinical Trial
Transformation Initiative (CTTI) encompassing the con
tinuous engagement of stakeholders and implementing
effective communication of trial details will likely
improve recruitment in future studies.27 In this study,
direct engagement with physician groups stopped at the
end of the first year. In the following years of the study
(years two through four), we communicated to psychia
trists only through e-mail and mail which may have been,
in hindsight, a less effective communication strategy than
direct meetings.
Movement disorder DBS referral is a very different
process. Professional referrals from movement disorder
specialists, general neurologists, and primary care physi
cians were reported to be much higher than self-referral
(87% vs 11%).28 Lessons can be learned from the insights
gained from DBS trials for movement disorders to
improve professional referrals for DBS trials of TRD.
Since DBS is an approved treatment for movement dis
orders, these patients are directly referred for DBS from
their physicians whereas DBS for TRD is an experimental
treatment and professionals are reluctant to refer their
patients for experimental treatment. Second, consistent
with other academic centers, our centre has a specialized
movement disorder clinic where all complex patients
attend this specialty clinic by the time they are advanced
enough to require surgery. Therefore, only movement dis
order neurologists refer for DBS surgery. These specia
lized clinics are the most important referral source for
good candidates for movement disorder surgery. Along
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similar lines, establishing a specialized clinic for TRD or
registry for patients with TRD may improve recruitment
for DBS surgery from academic centers. In fact, specia
lized clinics for TRD are established in several academic
centers, which provide consultation as well as opportu
nities for patients to participate in novel experimental
treatment studies. Some suggested specialized neuromo
dulation units are providing both non-invasive and inva
sive neuromodulation treatments for psychiatric conditions
such as TRD and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD)
and offering a comprehensive pre-treatment selection and
post-treatment care.29 In our centre, there is no specialized
clinic for patients with TRD or comprehensive neuromo
dulation treatment unit. Patients with unipolar TRD
usually attend several community mental health clinics,
private psychiatrists, family doctors and hospitals for
chronic mental illnesses. Academic centers which offer
invasive and non-invasive neuromodulatory treatments
for TRD through clinical or research programs should
have the specialized clinics to improve the professional
referral for DBS for TRD.
In single-center studies, site-specific recruitment bar
riers including the availability and accessibility of other
competing therapies for TRD such as vagal nerve stimula
tion (VNS), nasal des-ketamine or ketamine infusion,
TMS (transcranial magnetic stimulation), and related com
peting interests of the investigators providing these thera
pies may affect the recruitment and referral patterns. VNS
therapy is approved as adjunct therapy of TRD in Canada,
Europe, USA.30 However, in our center, it is used only for
intractable epilepsy not for TRD. TMS and ketamine
therapies for clinical purposes were not readily available
at our center during this trial. A concurrent research study
involving TMS for depression included only depressed
patients with mild resistance (failure to 1 or 2 antidepres
sant medications) which did not affect the recruitment of
patients with severe resistance (failure to 4 treatment
trials) for this DBS trial.
Multicenter studies are suggested if recruitment targets
are too high to achieve within a specified time period in
a single center. Despite this, a multicenter European study
was prematurely stopped because of poor recruitment as
the study teams could recruit only nine of 60 subjects in
two years.12 While our study was single center, we
achieved 88% (n = 23) of our targeted sample of 25
subjects in three years, perhaps because our target sample
was small.12,31 Although our recruitment success could be
partly related to our recruitment planning and strategies,
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and active engagement of end users in the early stages, the
professional referrals were still very low. Besides general
reasons for poor referral rates mentioned previously, we
may also have failed to selectively engage the psychiatrists
who are critical about surgical treatment of depression
during the study communications. The psychiatrists who
attended the study communication meetings were predo
minantly those who were open to surgical interventions.
Self-withdrawal and comorbidities were common rea
sons for exclusion in our study whereas inadequate ECT
was the primary cause of exclusion in the previous study.13
This difference between the two studies may relate to the
previous study design requiring failure to respond to an
adequate course of ECT as a mandatory inclusion criter
ion. Patients with TRD who responded to a course of ECT,
but relapsed due to discontinuation of maintenance ECT9
or with partial response to maintenance ECT32 were
included. Moreover, several published DBS trials for
TRD also included patients who responded to
ECT.9,15,16,32 In our previous and recent DBS trials, we
included patients who responded to ECT but declined to
consider maintenance ECT due to memory disturbances or
patients who could not tolerate ECT due to post-ECT
headaches/confusion. The reasons for inclusion of ECT
responders in our DBS trial were based on the evidence
that ECT responders were more likely to show response to
DBS32 and substantial proportion of ECT responders may
relapse requiring maintenance ECT33. Patients may favor
DBS over ECT maintenance because of less cognitive side
effects with DBS and less opportunity cost in continual
need for treatment. Additionally, three patients who never
had ECT previously and declined to undertake ECT at the
screening stage were included for DBS surgery. In line
with participatory model of medical practice, we included
those patients who refused to go for ECT based on their
personal choice. However, this group accounts for only
13% of patients who underwent DBS surgery. Our view is
that ECT should be recommended prior to DBS and edu
cation about the benefits of ECT should be provided to all
patients who have never had it. Mandatory ECT exclusion
criteria would eliminate several TRD patients who could
benefit from DBS for various reasons. At the same time,
novel non-invasive treatments for TRD, such as TMS and
ketamine infusion, should be considered prior to the selec
tion of patients for future DBS trials in TRD given the
invasive and experimental nature of DBS for TRD, and the
increasing availability and accessibility of these noninvasive treatments.
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This study has several limitations. As self-referral parti
cipants were predominantly recruited through advertise
ments and television/radio segments this may have caused
a volunteer bias which may not reflect TRD patients in the
general population. Participants from professional referrals
likely were from the academic settings which were given
information about the trial and may also not be reflective of
TRD patients in general population. This study was con
ducted in a single academic center reducing generalizability.
The results also reflect the screening procedures and elig
ibility criteria of this study which may also limit the general
izability. For instance, ECT exclusion was not mandatory in
our protocol and we used self-report of medical or psychiatric
co-morbidity in the initial stages of evaluation which has
questionable validity without verifiable objective informa
tion from medical or psychiatric records. Almost all of our
participants were Caucasians representing the major ethnic
demographic of the province of Alberta and therefore our
findings cannot be generalized to other ethnic communities.
Culturally sensitive recruitment strategies need to be
deployed to recruit ethnic minorities.

Conclusions
While DBS holds promise for treating TRD, there is
ongoing need for further DBS trials using different trial
designs to demonstrate clinical efficacy and justify the costeffectiveness of this expensive treatment. Our insights into
recruitment will inform future DBS trials. Since patient
recruitment is a key determinant of success for DBS trials,
comprehensive recruitment strategies including profes
sional and self-referral systems should be implemented.
Emphasis should be placed on continual engagement of
stakeholders (patients and professionals) and effective com
munication of trial details to improve recruitment. Since
DBS will remain experimental for several more years, it
should be delivered through research programs affiliated
with specialized TRD clinics or neuromodulation units.
Integrated research and clinical programs for comprehen
sive short- and long-term care will encourage mental health
professionals to consider DBS as an option for TRD. Our
study revealed the importance of self-referral for trial suc
cess. This can be further improved by proper preplanning of
budget and human resources to reach out to the community
through social media and also for screening, reviewing
previous psychiatric documents and conducting psychiatric
assessments of large numbers of self-referrals. Future DBS
trials for TRD should aim to improve recruitment through
combined professional and self-referral pathways.
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